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                        Neb=ygki Kakimi

Freeness of adjoint linear systems on threefolds with
@-factorial terminal singularities or some quotient
singularities

Abstract. We define and calculate the weighted multiplicities of
non-Gorenstein terminal singularities on threefolds and some quotient
singularities. As an application, we improve freeness conditions on
threefo}ds,

0 Introduction

   Our results are generalization of the following conjecture by IJUjita [Fl]:

Conjecture O.1. For a smooth prol'ective variety X and an ample divisor L
en X, the linear system IKx + mLI is free ifm ) dimX + 1.

   A strokg version ef Fujita's freeness conjecture is the following:

Conjecture O.2. Let X be a normalpro2'ective variety of dimension n, xo E
X a smooth point, andL an ample Cartier divisor. Assume that
L" År n", LdZ) nd fer gglZcX 2yith xc G Z, gndd== dimZÅqn. TheR
IKx + Ll is free at xe.

   We denote the cases where the conjectures are already proved. For smooth
complex algebraic surface, Reider [Rdr] proved the strong version of Ifujita's

freeness conjecture by applyikg Bogomg}ov's ixstability theorem tg study
adjoint lifieaf sedes gn surfaces. For a projectlve kormal surface, Ein and
Lazarsfeld [EL], Matsushita [Matl, Kawachi [KM][Kwc], and Masek [Ma]
extended the result of Reider [Rdr] to singular cases. Langer [Lal][lla2]
obtained the best estimates for a normal surface by applying a rank 2 reflexive

sheaf. For F{2jita's freeRess coxjectuye, it is qRite hard in dimei}slgR three
proved by Ein aasd Lazarsfeld [EL]. The lectures of Lazarsfe}d [L] provided a
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very good introduction. Kawamata[Ka] proved in dimension four case. For
the strong version of Fujita's freeness conjecture, Fujita [F2] proved that, if

LC År- 3, L2S År- 7, and L3 År 51, then IKx +Ll is free at xo. Kawamata [Ka]

proved the following:

Theorem O.3 ([Ka, Theorem 3.1]). LetX be a normalprol'ective variety
of dimension 3, xo E X a smooth point, and L an ample Cartier divisor.
Assume that L3 År 33 and LdZ År- 3d for all subvariety ZcX with xo E Z
andd= dimZÅq 3. Then IKx +Ll is free at xo.

  Helnke [He] proved the following:

Theorem O.4. Let X be a smooth projective threefold and L be an ample
divisoT on X. Assttme that for some point x E X
L3 År 27,

L2S Ård 9 for att surfaces S which are smooth at x,

L2S ) 3 for all surfaces S with a RDP at x,

LC ) 3 for all curves C which are smooth at x.
Then Ox(Kx + L) is globally generated at x.

  For a projective variety X of dimension 3 with some singularities, Oguiso
and Peternell [OP] proved that, with only Q-factorial Gorenstein terminal
(resp. canonical ) singularities and an ample divisor L on X, the linear
system iKx + mLl is free if m ) 5 (resp. m ) 7). Ein, Lazarsfeld and
Masek [ELM], and Matsushita [Mat] extended some of the results of Ein and
Lazarsfeld [EL] to projective threefolds with terminal singularities.

  We [Kl] extended the result of Kawamata [Ka] to normal projective three-
folds with terminal Gorenstein singularities or some quotient sing;ularities.
Our freeness conditions in terminal Gorenstein singularities or quotient sin-

gular points of type 1/r(1,1,1) are better than in smooth case. We noticed
that our proof [Kl, Theorem 3.8] of canonical and not terminal singular point

case is wrong. Note that Lee [Ll] [L2] also obtained some results on only
Gorenstein canonical singularities independently.

Theorem O.5. Assume xo E X is a quotient singularpoint of type (1/r, a/r, b/r)
such that an integerr År O, (r,a) == 1, and (r,b) == 1. Let L3 År 33/r,
L2S }) 32/r for all surfaces S which (S, xo) :-t (C2/Z.(1, a') for (1, a') = (1, a),

(1,b), or (a,b), L2S }ll 3/r for all surfaces S which (S, xo) =N (x2 + f(y,z) =

O or xy + z"+i == O c C3/Z. (1, a" , b" )),
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for ",a",b") = Åq1, a, b), (l, b, a), (a, l, b), (a, b, l), (b, a, 1), or (b, 1, a), and

LC Årtw 3/r for all curves C which are smooth at xo. Then IKx + Ll is
free at xo.

   The fo}}owiBg shows that the cQRditieits in 'I]heerem O.5 is best possib}e:

Example O.6. Let X == P(1,1,1,r) and xo '-' (O:O:O:i). Then xo is a
quotient singularpoint of type (1/r, 1/r, 1/r) and Kx = O(-r-3). IfKx+L
is Cartier at xo and L is effective, we have L rm O(rk+3)(k G Z, rk+3 h O).
ijL rv-- O(3), S -de IE"(l,l,r), and C= P(l,r), then IKx +Ll is neg free at ve
ond uje have L3 me 27/r, L2S me 9/r, and LC rm 3/r.

   We have the following that Kx +L is not free at a quotient terminal
singular point for L3 År 27/r but LC Åq 3/r:

Example g.7. Let X= P(i,a,r-a,r) forrÅr 2g gnd xe = (g : O : e :
1). Then xo is a quotient singular point of type (1/r,a/r, (r - a)/r) and
Kx me O(-2r - 1). If Kx +L is Cartier at xo and L is effective, we have
L = O(rk + 1)(k G Z, rk + 1 }ir O). If L = O(r + 1) and C= P(r - a, r),
then IKx+Ll is not free at xe and L3 = (r+l)3/ra(r-a) År 27/r bzzt
LC rm (r + l)/r(r - a) Åq 3/r.

   We obtain estimates for not quotient Q-factorial terminal sing;ularities,

Theorem O.8. Assttme xo E X is a nonhypersurface and not quotient mp-
facterial terminal $ing#ggr point of iBd.,X rm r l}) l. Let L3 År 23•2/r,
L2S k 22 • 2/r for ail surfaces S with xo ( S, and LC }ll 2/r for all curves

C which are smooth at xo. Then IKx +Ll is free at xo.

   Helmke[He] proved the following of dimension n:

Theerem e.9. Let X be es smeoth projective vaviety of dimensi6n n and L
an ample divisor on X. Letx G X and assume that
Ln År n", L"-iH ) n"-i for all hypersurfaces H containing x, LdZ )
m.(Z) • nd for all ZcX with d : dimZSn-2 and multiplicity m.(Z) g

(z:l       ) gtx (rrhen Ox(Kx +L) i$ gggbalgy generated Gt x.
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1 Definition and Calculation ofthe weighted
    multiplicities

   We define the new following notions which we derive from the multiplicity
of a point on a norma} variety X and the multiplicity of an effective Q-Cartier

divisor D on X at a point:

Definition 1.1. Let X be a normal variety of dimension n, xo a point of X,
ps : Y - X a weighted blow up at xo with exceptional divisors E, VV c X
the subvariety of dimension p such that W is normal at xo, W the strict
transform of VV, and Dtv on W the strict transform of an effective Q-Cartier
divisor Dvv on VV. The weighted multiplicity of W at xo for pa (w-mult",.,W)

is defined by the equation

      dim u,owO(W-'XhOEIw) = w-multpxoW • IIIIÅÄ + lower term in h.

The weighted order of Dvv on VV at xo for p (w-ordp,.,Dw) is defined by the

equation

               rd(Dw) = Drv + w-ordpt,.,Dw • Elrv.

Definition 1.2. Assume xo E X is a n-dimensional quotient singular point
oftype (1/r, ai/r,•••,a.-i/r). Then we denote (X,xo) :! C"/Z.(1,ai,•••an-i)

   We calculate the weighted multiplicities of some quotient singularities and

non-Gorenstein terminal singularities on threefolds.

Theorem 1.3. Let (X,xo) ="N' C"/Z.(1,ai,•••a.-i) such that an integerrÅr
O, (r,ai) = 1, and integers a,• (O f{ a,• Åq r) for1 f{ j Åq- n- 1. Let
l := min{i l a,•i ! i( mod r) (1 Sj Åq. n-1) forOÅqig r}. Let pt :
Y.X be the weightecl blow up ofX at xo such that wt(xo,xi,••• ,xn-i)=
(l/r,l/r,••• ,t/r) with the exceptional divisorE ofp. Then we have

                     w-multp:x,X = rn-i/ln.

Theorem 1.4. Let (X,xo) be a 3 folds nonhypersurface and not quotient
terminal singular point of ind.,X = r År 1 over C and p : Y . X the
weighted blow up with the weights wt(x,y,z,u) = (1,1,1,1) with the excep-

tional divisor E of pa such that Ky = p'Kx + E. Then

                      w-multp,.,X == 2/r.

   By applying the weighted multiplicities, we improve freeness conditions
on threefo}ds.
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2 General methods fer freeness ofadjoint lin-
    ear systems

   We reca}} netation of [Ka] (cf [KMMI).

DefinkioR 2.1. Let X be a Rorma} variety afid P = XidPi ait effeetive
Q-divisor such that Kx + D is QCartier. If pa : Y - X is an embedded
resolution of the pair (X, D), then we can write

                    Ky + I' = p'(Kx " D)

with F = pt;iD + XjejEj for the exceptional divisors Ej.
   The pair (X, P) is said to have only log canonical singularities (LC)
(resp.kawamata log terminal singularities(KLT)) if di S 1(resp. Åq 1) for all
i altd ej -Åq l(resp. Åq l) for al}i

   A sllbvariety W ef X is said to be a center of log caRonical singasgarities

for the pair (X, D), if there is a birational morphism from a normal variety

p : Y --År X and a prime divisor E on Y with the coeMeient e ) 1 such
that ju,(E) = W, The set of all the centers of log canonical singularities is

denoted by CLC(X,D). For a poiRt :g G X, we defike CLC(X,xe,D) =
{W ff CLC(X, P); xo E W}.

   We can construct divisors which have high weighted order at a given point

from the following:

Lemma 2.2. Let X be g nemaag projective vgtcety ef dimensien n, L an
ample Q-Cartier divisor, xo G X a point, and t,to a rationat number such
that t År to År O. We assume that p : Y ---sF X is the weighted blow mp of
X at xo with the exceptional divisor E of pa. Let VV c X be a subvariety
of dimensionp such that W is nomaal at xg. Then there exist$ an effective
Q--Cartier diyisor Dw such that Dw NQ tLlw and

                                      LPW              w-ordpaxoDw ) (tO +C) w-multpt,.,I?V

whieh is a rwhenag number forO S c ÅqÅq w-multpt:ec,W/LPW.

Proof We change the multiplicity of subvariety at the point with the weight•ed
multiplicity of subvariety at the point for pt in [Kl 2.1( cf [Ka 2.1])]. The

proef is the same as [Kl 2.1(cf [Ka 2.l])]. M
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The following proposition is the key of the proofs of our results of freeness:

Proposition 2.3 ([Kl, 2.2] cf [Ka, 2.3]). Let X be a normal projective
variety of dimension n, xo E X a KLT point, and L an ample Q-Cartier
divisor such that Kx +L is Cartier at xo. Assume that there exists an
effective Q-Cartier divisor D which satisfies the following conditions:

(1) D tvQ tL for a rational mumbert Åq 1,
(2) (X, D) is LC at xo,

(3) {xo} E CLC(X, D).
Then IKx +Ll is free at xo.
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